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Identifying the genetic changes driving adaptive variation in natural populations is key to understanding the origins of
biodiversity. The mosaic of mimetic wing patterns in Heliconius butterflies makes an excellent system for exploring adaptive
variation using next-generation sequencing. In this study, we use a combination of techniques to annotate the genomic
interval modulating red color pattern variation, identify a narrow region responsible for adaptive divergence and convergence in Heliconius wing color patterns, and explore the evolutionary history of these adaptive alleles. We use whole
genome resequencing from four hybrid zones between divergent color pattern races of Heliconius erato and two hybrid
zones of the co-mimic Heliconius melpomene to examine genetic variation across 2.2 Mb of a partial reference sequence. In the
intergenic region near optix, the gene previously shown to be responsible for the complex red pattern variation in Heliconius,
population genetic analyses identify a shared 65-kb region of divergence that includes several sites perfectly associated
with phenotype within each species. This region likely contains multiple cis-regulatory elements that control discrete
expression domains of optix. The parallel signatures of genetic differentiation in H. erato and H. melpomene support a shared
genetic architecture between the two distantly related co-mimics; however, phylogenetic analysis suggests mimetic patterns in each species evolved independently. Using a combination of next-generation sequencing analyses, we have refined
our understanding of the genetic architecture of wing pattern variation in Heliconius and gained important insights into the
evolution of novel adaptive phenotypes in natural populations.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Natural selection acting on heritable genetic variation has generated much of the extraordinary biological diversity we observe in
nature. However, in the 150 years since Darwin and Wallace
independently posited the theory of natural selection, we still have
only a rudimentary understanding of how adaptive variation arises
and spreads in natural populations. The molecular basis of adaptive variation in natural populations has been identified in only
a handful of traits (Martin and Orgogozo 2013). These examples
provide the foundation for our current understanding of the genetic architecture of adaptation and underpin efforts to unite
molecular, developmental, and evolutionary biology into a single
evolutionary synthesis (Stern and Orgogozo 2009).
The array of adaptive wing color patterns of Heliconius butterflies offers an exceptional opportunity to explore the functional
changes that drive complex adaptive traits in natural populations.
Heliconius butterflies display bright wing color patterns that are under
strong natural selection (Benson 1972; Mallet and Barton 1989;
Mallet et al. 1990; Kapan 2001)—they warn potential predators that
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the butterflies are unpalatable (Chai 1986). Selection favoring regional mimicry among these and other noxious butterflies drives the
remarkable diversity in wing color patterns—characterized by extreme divergence within species and striking convergence among
distantly related species (Turner 1975). This pattern of convergence
and divergence is best exemplified by the Müllerian mimics, H. erato
and H. melpomene. Since the divergence of the two species 13–26
million years ago (Pohl et al. 2009), both have undergone parallel
radiations, such that the range of each species is composed of an
identical patchwork of divergent color pattern races stitched together
by a series of narrow hybrid zones. This replicate-rich and highly
variable system has become a textbook example of evolution by
natural selection and provides a remarkable template to explore the
repeatability of evolution.
Heliconius show striking variation in complex red color pattern elements across both the forewing and hindwing. Red color
patterns in H. erato and H. melpomene consist of three distinct
elements—the color of the forewing band, the presence or absence
of the red ‘‘dennis’’ patch on the proximal portion of the forewing,
and the presence or absence of red hindwing rays (Sheppard et al.
1985; Papa et al. 2008). These elements comprise two major red
phenotypes—‘‘postman’’ and ‘‘rayed’’ (Fig. 1). Postman races are
characterized by a red forewing band and absence of both the red
dennis patch and hindwing rays and are found in disjunct pop-
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Figure 1. Distribution of the H. erato color pattern radiation with approximate sampling locations from four H. erato hybrid zones. Shaded
areas are distributions of H. erato rayed (red) and postman (yellow) races
(based on Hines et al. 2011; Rosser et al. 2012).

ulations across Central and South America. Rayed races, in contrast, have a yellow forewing band, red dennis patch, and hindwing rays. The rayed races are found throughout the Amazon Basin
but not on the Pacific coast of South America or in Central America
(Fig. 1).
Substantial progress has been made in understanding the
genetic basis of red phenotypic variation in Heliconius, but the
causative variant remains elusive. The region was initially described as a complex of three tightly linked loci (Sheppard et al.
1985). However, the region modulating red variation was positionally cloned in both H. erato (Counterman et al. 2010) and H.
melpomene (Baxter et al. 2010) to a single shared 400-kb genomic
interval—referred to as the D interval in H. erato and the B/D interval in H. melpomene. Targeted resequencing identified an ;150kb region of divergence between divergent red color pattern races
of H. melpomene (Nadeau et al. 2012). Gene expression analyses
across this interval supported the transcription factor optix as the
only gene with expression patterns consistent with a role in red
pattern formation (Reed et al. 2011). Gene expression differences
and the highly conserved amino acid sequence variation in optix
suggest that variable red patterns are driven by cis-regulatory variation (Reed et al. 2011). Phenotypic recombinants between red
pattern elements have been occasionally observed (Mallet 1989),
implicating the potential involvement of multiple, tightly linked,
cis-regulatory variants in this region that generate differences in
the spatial expression of optix and result in diverse red color pattern
phenotypes.
Identifying the genomic region responsible for red color
pattern variation has allowed reassessment of the history of color
pattern diversification in these co-mimics using the region most
likely to reflect mimetic history. Phylogenetic reconstruction of
the history of color pattern evolution in both H. erato and H.
melpomene found that sequences from the gene optix cluster races
strongly by color pattern, rather than the clustering by geographic
proximity observed with other genomic markers (Hines et al.

2011). This suggests a single origin for geographically disjunct
rayed color pattern phenotypes within each species. The evolutionary history between the two co-mimetic species is likely more
complex. Heliconius erato and H. melpomene belong to divergent
clades and are not known to hybridize, precluding the hypothesis
of adaptive introgression that has been shown between more
closely related species within the melpomene/cydno/silvaniform
clade (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Pardo-Diaz et al.
2012). However, the question remains as to whether or not the
convergent color patterns have a common origin through the use
of ancestral variation or if they evolved independently through
unique de novo mutations. Inferring the evolutionary history of
this striking mimetic phenotype requires high resolution sequence
data across a more finely defined genomic region regulating color
pattern variation in both species.
In this study, we use a combination of next-generation sequencing technologies to (1) explore the genetic variation that
modulates spatially complex adaptive red wing color pattern variation in natural populations of Heliconius erato butterflies; and (2)
compare the genomic regions responsible for parallel mimetic
color pattern radiations in H. erato and H. melpomene. We start by
using transcriptome sequencing to annotate protein coding genes
across the H. erato red color pattern interval. We then examine
whole genome resequencing data from divergent color pattern
races across four geographically distinct H. erato hybrid zones. In
these admixture zones, gene flow between divergent races homogenizes the genomes, while strong selection on color pattern
creates narrow regions of genetic divergence around these genomic
targets of selection. We use these hybrid zone data to localize signatures of selection across 1 Mb of the red color pattern locus and
identify a noncoding region likely responsible for regulating expression of optix and ultimately driving spatially complex patterns
of red across the wings. Finally, we use phylogenetic analyses to
demonstrate that mimetic red patterns evolved only once within
each species but likely evolved independently in the co-mimics
H. erato and H. melpomene. These two distantly related mimetic
species appear to generate their convergent phenotypes through
different changes in the same genetic architecture. This study refines the regulatory regions driving adaptive phenotypic variation
in a classic mimetic radiation and provides an improved understanding of the repeatability of evolution at the genomic level.

Results
Annotation, synteny, and conservation of the H. erato red color
pattern (D) interval
Using transcriptome alignments, protein homology, and ab initio
predictions, we annotated 30 protein coding genes across 1 Mb of
the H. erato D interval (Supplemental Table S4; GenBank accession
KC469894). The genes across the D interval are in perfect synteny
with the corresponding red pattern region of the co-mimic H. melpomene (Supplemental Fig. S1). The annotated region contains
a 200-kb gene desert that includes a single gene, optix. This gene
desert contains the 65-kb peak that shows strong signatures of
selection and association (described below). Sequence alignments
of the H. erato D interval and the orthologous scaffolds from the
H. melpomene genome identified 182 highly conserved regions
(>90% sequence similarity in a 500-bp window), covering a total
of 63 kb of sequence, of which 25 kb is located in noncoding
regions. The 65-kb peak we have identified contains 20% of the
conserved noncoding regions, but transcriptome alignments show
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no transcriptional activity. Analysis of
potential transcription factor binding sites
in the 65-kb region revealed binding sites
for numerous transcription factors across
the region, but no clear candidates for optix
regulation (see Supplemental Material section S1; Supplemental Fig. S2).

Summary of resequencing data
and genotyping
We examined whole genome data from
multiple individuals of divergent color
pattern races across four geographically
distinct H. erato hybrid zones and one Figure 2. Divergence and association between divergent H. erato color pattern races across the D
H. melpomene hybrid zone (Fig. 1; Table 1). interval. The solid line indicates sliding window (15-kb window size, 5-kb step size) subpopulation
^
We resequenced 45 H. erato individuals to differentiation (us ) between the H. erato postman and rayed phenotypes for individuals from three
hybrid zones (Peru, Ecuador, French Guiana; npostman = 20; nrayed = 17), requiring a minimum of 75% of
a median per base coverage between 153
individuals genotyped for each phenotype at each position and data for at least 20% of positions in each
and 353 per individual and aligned se- window. A baseline subpopulation differentiation of ^
us = 0.07 was calculated from genomic intervals
quence reads across 2.2 Mb of the H. erato unlinked to color pattern. The dots indicate genotype by phenotype association calculated for biallelic
partial reference genome sequence (1 Mb SNPs using a Fisher’s exact test for all four hybrid zones (npostman = 28; nrayed = 17), requiring a minimum
of the D interval and 1.2 Mb from other of 75% of individuals genotyped for each phenotype at each SNP. The black dots indicate association for
the 76 SNPs perfectly associated with phenotype. The gene annotations are shown below for the plus
regions of the genome). For each indi- strand (top) and minus strand (bottom), with the single exon gene optix denoted. Wider boxes represent
vidual, we identified, on average, one SNP coding exons and the narrower boxes represent introns.
for every 22 bases genotyped (Supplemental Table S6). Additionally, we reserium relative to other regions of the genome (Supplemental Fig. S3),
quenced six H. melpomene individuals to a median per base coverage
between 193 and 343 per individual and aligned sequences to the
which are all indicative of recent positive selection driving the fixation of haplotypes. Of these two regions that showed signatures of
whole H. melpomene reference genome (The Heliconius Genome
Consortium 2012). For each individual, we identified, on average,
selection in H. erato, only the 65-kb peak, which is furthest from optix,
contained SNPs that were perfectly associated with color pattern
one SNP for every 48 bases genotyped across the B/D interval (Supplemental Table S7).
phenotype across our entire sampling of individuals (Fig. 2).
Overall, the patterns of divergence and association in the gene
desert near optix were consistent across the geographically distinct
Genomic divergence and genotype by phenotype association
H. erato hybrid zones. All hybrid zones between rayed and postman
The sliding window divergence analysis between subpopulations
phenotypes (Ecuador, French Guiana, and Peru) showed strong
of the two common H. erato phenotypes—the postman and the
genetic differentiation (^
u > 0.6) and numerous fixed differences berayed—showed peaks of genetic divergence at two distinctive retween phenotypes in the region 39 of optix (Supplemental Fig. S4).
gions within a 200-kb stretch of the D interval (Fig. 2). The first
In the 40-kb peak, which includes optix, only the hybrid zones in
region (the second peak in Fig. 2 spanned ;40 kb [650–690 kb])
Ecuador and Peru showed strong differentiation and fixed differhad moderate levels of differentiation (0.3 <^
us <0.4) (Fig. 2) and
ences between races. Individuals from French Guiana showed only
reduced nucleotide diversity (Fig. 3A). This region was centered
moderate genetic differences and no perfectly associated SNPs in this
immediately 39 of the transcription factor optix, which is the only
region. The Panama hybrid zone is between two different postman
gene located within the peaks of divergence. The second region
phenotypes and, as expected, contained no indication of genetic
spanned ;65 kb of noncoding sequence more distally 39 of optix
divergence between phenotypes across the D interval and no regions
(515–580 kb). This 65-kb region had very high levels of differentiaof consistent association with phenotype (Supplemental Fig. S4D).
tion (0.6 <^
us <0.7) between hybridizing races, low levels of nucleoThere were striking similarities in patterns of differentiation
tide diversity within races (Fig. 3A), and elevated linkage disequiliband association between H. erato and H. melpomene, two species
that show identical shifts in their mimetic wing patterns across
their geographic ranges (Turner 1975). The same two peaks of popTable 1. Hybrid zone sampling
ulation differentiation and phenotypic association were seen when
Red
Sample
examining H. erato and H. melpomene in the Peruvian hybrid zone
Species
Race
Location
phenotype
size
(Supplemental Fig. S1). The major peak of divergence and association identified in the H. erato hybrid zones (Fig. 2) perfectly coincides
H. erato
favorinus
Peru
postman
8
with the region of peak divergence and association identified in
emma
Peru
rayed
6
hydara
French Guiana
postman
7
H. melpomene hybrid zones (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S1).

H. melpomene
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erato
notabilis
lattivita
petiverana
hydara
melpomene
malleti

French Guiana
Ecuador
Ecuador
Panama
Panama
Colombia
Colombia
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rayed
postman
rayed
postman
postman
postman
rayed

6
5
5
5
3
3
3

Haplotype structure and recombination under
the divergence peak
To investigate what might be driving the high divergence in the
65-kb peak, we looked for evidence of chromosomal rearrange-
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pattern races in the H. erato and H. melpomene genomic data across this region.
These analyses have limited power due
to the necessity of having good coverage
across inversion breakpoints from read
pairs with one pair in the inverted region
and the other outside. Despite these limitations, these results, along with the perfect
gene synteny between species, suggest that
divergent color pattern races are collinear
and can recombine across the D locus.
We more closely examined haplotypes and linkage disequilibrium (LD)
across the 65-kb peak of divergence for
patterns of recombination. In genomic
regions unlinked to color, LD decayed very
rapidly, falling to background levels
within a few thousand bases (Supplemental Fig. S3). Across the three hybrid zones
between rayed and postman races, LD was
consistently higher across the 65-kb peak
of divergence than across other regions
of the D interval (Supplemental Fig. S3).
Although recombination in the 65Figure 3. Signatures of selection and recombination across the D interval in the H. erato Peruvian
hybrid zone (n = 14). (A) Solid lines show sliding window (15-kb window size, 5-kb step size) values for
kb peak region appears to be substantially
the number of segregating sites (S, black) and heterozygosity (H, red). Horizontal dashed line represents
reduced, haplotype reconstruction sugaverages of S and H from genomic regions unlinked to color, with axes scaled to match averages. (B)
gests that recombination is present. In
Haplotypes clustered from 3227 SNPs from the 500–600 kb region, which includes the peak of dithe Peruvian hybrid zone, clustering of
vergence. Haplotypes from rayed (shaded dark) and postman (shaded light) races were clustered into
two groups (K = 2) (colored red and gray). A horizontal white row separates the two clusters. Blocks that
reconstructed haplotypes into two groups
have different haplotypes fixed between the two color pattern races are represented by regions with sets
does not support a single large haplotype
of neighboring SNPs in which all rayed individuals are assigned exclusively to the red cluster (red colblock distinguishing the two color pattern
umns shaded entirely dark) and all postman individuals are assigned exclusively to the gray cluster (gray
races. Rather, the clustering revealed
columns shaded entirely light). Blocks where the two color pattern races share haplotypes are represeveral smaller blocks with haplotypes
sented by regions where individuals of a single color pattern race are assigned to more than one cluster
(red columns with light and dark shading; gray columns with light and dark shading). SNPs with fixed
fixed between the color pattern races
allelic differences between color patterns are denoted by red hash marks below the haplotype
that were intervened by narrow regions
2
clustering (data from Fig. 2). (C ) Correlation plot of linkage disequilibrium (r ) among 3187 biallelic
where both races shared the same haploSNPs across the 500–600-kb window on the D interval.
types. Similar to the LD analyses, haplotypes clustered more strongly by color
pattern in the 65-kb peak than in the regions flanking the peak
ments, which could reduce recombination between color pattern
(Fig. 3B). Further examination of the distribution of SNPs across
races, resulting in high divergence. Using BreakDancer (Chen et al.
races revealed that nearly half of the SNPs that differ between
2009) to look for paired-end alignments indicative of inversions,
hybridizing races were polymorphic in only a single hybrid zone.
we found no evidence of a chromosomal inversion between color

Figure 4. Divergence and association between divergent H. melpomene color pattern races across the B/D interval. The gray shaded area indicates the
region of peak divergence and association identified in the co-mimic H. erato (Fig. 2). The solid line indicates sliding window (15-kb window size, 5-kb step
size) subpopulation differentiation (^
us ) between the H. melpomene postman and rayed phenotypes for individuals from two hybrid zones (Peru, Colombia;
npostman = 7; nrayed = 7), requiring a minimum of 75% of individuals genotyped for each phenotype at each position and data for at least 20% of positions in
the window. A baseline subpopulation differentiation of ^
us = 0.03 was calculated from genomic scaffolds unlinked to color pattern. The dots indicate
genotype by phenotype association calculated for biallelic SNPs using a Fisher’s exact test for both hybrid zones (npostman = 7; nrayed = 7), requiring a minimum
of 75% of individuals genotyped for each phenotype at each SNP. The black dots indicate association for the 430 SNPs perfectly associated with phenotype.
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This large proportion of polymorphic sites private to a specific hybrid zone indicates that alleles and haplotypes shared between hybridizing races across the 65-kb peak likely result from recent gene
flow at each hybrid zone, rather than incomplete sorting of ancestral variation among the different races.

The evolutionary history of red wing patterns
We examined phylogenetic relationships across the D interval using
two methods—a sliding window likelihood tree preference and optimally partitioned phylogenetic topologies (Fig. 5). We identified
a major shift in evolutionary history across the 200-kb region
supported by the divergence and association analyses. Likelihood
scores strongly support a tree that clusters samples by color pattern
phenotype, rather than the tree that clusters samples by geographic population (Fig. 5). Additionally, the optimally partitioned phylogenetic topologies showed a partition encompassing
the 200-kb region where the tree perfectly clusters by color.
Moving away from this 200-kb region, phylogenetic topology
shifted to a transitional topology between color-based and geography-based trees before transitioning to a geography-based
tree on the far edge of the interval (Fig. 5). The tree in the color
partition supports a single origin of the rayed color pattern,
clustering rayed phenotypes separate from nonrayed phenotypes, as does a tree inferred from the 65-kb region of highest
divergence (Supplemental Fig. S5). Branch lengths across topologies show a signature of reduced gene flow, whereby color pattern alleles have reduced gene flow among races and less variation
among individuals relative to markers further from the color
pattern locus (Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. S5).

We compared the evolutionary history of the red color pattern interval between the two co-mimics, H. erato and H. melpomene, which showed concordant peaks of divergence, indicating
that they use the same genetic architecture to generate their convergent phenotypes. We aligned 71 regions showing high conservation between the two reference sequences within a 300-kb
window that included both peaks of divergence. Phylogenetic
analyses of 69 of the 71 fragments support complete monophyly of
each species, rather than the clustering of samples by phenotype
that would be expected if the phenotypes shared a common origin.
Nonmonophyly in the two remaining fragments was driven by poor
alignments of a few samples with extensive missing data. We more
closely examined histories of SNPs within the 65-kb peak of divergence. After manual removal of regions with poor alignment
and SNPs with missing data for more than 25% of samples, we
obtained 1164 SNPs. Heliconius erato and H. melpomene share allelic variation across 73 of these 1164 SNPs, none of which show
patterns of association with phenotype across both species. Phylogenetic analysis of the 1164 SNPs resolved H. erato and H. melpomene
as separate lineages with high support, while clustering races by
phenotype within each species (Supplemental Fig. S6). Results from
these data support an independent origin of red patterns within each
species.

Discussion
The high definition genomic data sets provided by next-generation sequencing techniques can give important insights into how
different ecological pressures, complex genetic architectures, and
evolutionary histories shape patterns of genomic variation. In this

Figure 5. Phylogenetic trees across the D interval. The top panel is the likelihood preference for color-based versus geography-based tree models (inset).
Pink bars beneath the plot represent the region where neighbor-joining trees in this sliding window have a monophyletic lineage for the rayed phenotype.
These peaks are shown relative to the annotated genes in the interval. The gray bar in the middle represents the five most optimal topological splits used for
phylogenetic tree reconstruction, colored by the general history inferred, with black representing a tree clustering by color pattern, light gray a tree
clustering by geographic region, and medium gray for transitional topologies. Tree topologies for these divisions are shown below, excluding the tree for
the fourth interval, which does not differ substantially from the fifth tree. Nodes supported by a posterior probability >0.95 are represented with bold
branches preceding them. Phenotypes are represented by branch color and geographic regions by terminal node color. Internal branches are colored only
in cases of clade monophyly of that pattern, otherwise branches are represented in gray. All unrooted tree topologies were arbitrarily rooted at the
Panamanian lineage for presentation.
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study, we used whole genome resequencing to successfully narrow
the region modulating adaptive red color pattern variation in
H. erato to a 65-kb interval of peak divergence that showed strong
signatures of selection and included almost all of the SNPs perfectly associated with wing pattern phenotype (Fig. 2). There were
no predicted genes nor any evidence of transcriptional activity
across this region, which strongly supports the assertion that red
pattern variation is caused by cis-regulatory changes controlling
gene expression during wing development (Reed et al. 2011). Although this genetic architecture appears to be highly conserved
across the Heliconius genus, it most likely arose independently in
the co-mimics H. erato and H. melpomene.

Signatures of strong selection and recombination across
the 65-kb region
The patterns of genomic variation across the H. erato D interval reflect a history of high rates of gene flow coupled with strong selection. Across most of the 2.2 Mb of the genome we analyzed, gene
flow has homogenized genomic variation between hybridizing
color pattern races of H. erato, resulting in levels of differentiation
near zero. Within narrow sections of the D interval, however,
there are sharply defined regions of divergence (Fig. 2), consistent
with strong natural selection operating on mimetic color patterns
(Benson 1972; Mallet and Barton 1989; Mallet et al. 1990; Kapan
2001). We observed a 65-kb region that showed hallmark signatures of strong selection—high divergence between populations,
low nucleotide diversity, and strong LD. This region also contained almost all of the fixed allelic differences between divergent
color pattern races.
The 65-kb region showing high divergence is much wider
than expected given the rapid decay of LD to background levels in
regions unlinked to color pattern, often within just a few thousand bases in H. erato (Supplemental Fig. S3; Counterman et al.
2010). Broad and sharp peaks of divergence can be driven by
chromosomal rearrangements (e.g., inversion), which are known
to suppress recombination (Hartl and Jones 2005), causing elevated patterns of divergence (McGaugh and Noor 2012). Recently,
chromosomal inversions were shown to be important in maintaining wing color pattern polymorphisms among sympatric forms
of Heliconius numata ( Joron et al. 2011). However, we found no
evidence for large chromosomal inversions between different color
pattern races in our analyses of both gene synteny and the orientation of paired-end alignments.
Additional support against chromosomal inversions comes
from finer analysis of haplotype structure, which suggests that
recombination, while reduced, is occurring in the 65-kb peak of
divergence. Across this peak we identified several regions where individuals from both color pattern races in the H. erato Peruvian hybrid
zone shared similar haplotypes (Fig. 3). These blocks of shared haplotypes likely reflect gene flow between divergent races across these
genomic regions, which suggests regions of this peak can recombine
and introgress between rayed and postman individuals. The presence
of recombination in this region indicates that genotyping of more
individuals will provide a finer scale picture of how strong selection
and recombination between divergent wing pattern races shape
patterns of introgression across this 65-kb region of the genome.
In addition to the 65-kb peak of high divergence, we detected
a second peak of moderate divergence located at the gene optix.
This peak occurred in both H. erato and H. melpomene; however,
the height and exact location of the peak varied between replicate
H. erato hybrid zones. The peak showed high divergence in all of

the western hybrid zones, whereas French Guiana, the only eastern
hybrid zone, showed a low peak of divergence. Although the
signatures of selection indicate that this region is functionally
important, the different patterns of divergence between hybrid
zones could be a result of either the unique histories of each
hybrid zone or a complex genetic architecture regulating red
color pattern variation.

The regulatory architecture of optix
We predict that the peaks of divergence identified in our analyses
harbor the key regulatory regions of the transcription factor optix.
Previous work has shown that expression patterns of optix are
consistent with a critical role in red color pattern variation and the
amino acid sequence is conserved across multiple Heliconius species, implicating a regulatory mechanism modulating red variation
(Reed et al. 2011). We see strong signatures of selection across
a 200-kb gene desert that contains only the gene optix. We believe
that the major 65-kb peak of divergence, which is located in the
gene desert ;130 kb 39 of optix, contains multiple cis-regulatory
elements of optix.
The D locus segregates with a simple Mendelian inheritance
pattern (Mallet 1989; Kapan et al. 2006); however, phenotypic
patterns from H. erato hybrid zones suggest that different red color
pattern elements are genetically distinct. Phenotypic hybrid forms
having a red forewing dennis patch but no red hindwing rays
should not exist if the same genetic variant at the D locus controls
both those red pattern elements. Yet such individuals have been
found on very rare occasions in hybrid zones (Mallet 1989), and
they exist as naturally occurring color pattern races in both H. erato
(amalfreda) and H. melpomene (meriana) (Sheppard et al. 1985).
We hypothesize that the 65-kb divergence and association
peak actually contains a cluster of tightly linked cis-regulatory elements of optix, each controlling one of the three distinct red
pattern elements. There is increasing evidence in other systems
that some loci, originally thought to be single large effect loci, are
actually clusters of tightly linked genetic changes (Rebeiz et al.
2009; Frankel et al. 2011; Studer and Doebley 2011; Loehlin and
Werren 2012; Linnen et al. 2013). Our haplotype analysis supports
this hypothesis because the 65-kb peak is rather broad and contains a number of haplotype blocks that are perfectly associated
with phenotype, with haplotype blocks of low association interspersed between them. Although this could be a consequence of the
history of recombination alone, it could also be indicative of several
conserved subregions that control different aspects of phenotypic
variation (Fig. 3).
In Heliconius, these clustered regulatory elements may bind
different upstream regulatory genes that control the spatially
specific expression patterns of optix and ultimately determine scale
coloration across the wings. The region could thus act as an evolutionary hotspot, with the flexibility to generate diverse phenotypes,
but where strong selection and physical linkage ensure that mimetic
patterns are inherited as a whole.

Independent origins of a shared genetic architecture
between co-mimics
The genetic architecture driving color pattern convergence and
divergence appears to be highly conserved across the Heliconius
genus. The D interval showed strikingly consistent differentiation
across replicate H. erato hybrid zones between divergent color pattern races (Supplemental Fig. S4). Moreover, the 65-kb divergence
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and association peak identified in our H. erato analysis is nearly
identical to the peak of divergence in the co-mimic, H. melpomene
(Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S1). These observations raise some interesting questions about the broader evolutionary history of this
region. Did the alleles responsible for mimetic patterns in H. erato
and H. melpomene evolve independently or do they share a common
origin, through either adaptive introgression or shared ancestral
variation?
The history of color pattern evolution within H. erato indicates that races with similar red wing patterns likely share a common origin. Consistent with a previous gene-based study (Hines
et al. 2011), sliding window phylogenetic analyses and inferred
phylogenetic trees for the 65-kb region strongly support a common origin of the rayed pattern in H. erato (Fig. 5; Supplemental
Fig. S5).
Adaptive introgression of red color pattern alleles between
species could be argued to explain a shared origin of mimetic
phenotypes across Heliconius, as it does within the H. melpomene
clade (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Pardo-Diaz et al.
2012). Similarly, ancestral variation, shared between the co-mimics,
could also be elicited to explain the shared mimetic phenotypes. Yet,
in our comparative analysis across the 65-kb peak that we have
identified as responsible for red patterning, we found no evidence
for a common origin of shared color pattern variation in these
co-mimics. No SNPs were perfectly associated with color pattern in
both species, and all genealogies from this region were reciprocally
monophyletic for both species. These results are consistent with
the deep genetic divergence (Pohl et al. 2009) and lack of hybridization between H. erato and H. melpomene.
Although color patterns likely have a single origin within
each species, patterns of variation suggest similar red patterns evolved
independently in the co-mimetic species. Analyses between color
pattern races within a species show numerous shared SNPs and
strong phylogenetic clustering—indicating a shared origin or the
rayed phenotype. Analyses between co-mimetic species show
no shared SNPs and no phylogenetic clustering—indicating that
it is most likely that the two parallel radiations independently
evolved mimetic red patterns through changes in the same regulatory regions.
Although we found no evidence for a shared history of red
color patterns between the co-mimics H. erato and H. melpomene, it
is important to point out several caveats. Foremost, we are only
beginning to understand the evolutionary dynamics of this region.
Patterns of variation, including SNPs and insertions/deletions,
across this noncoding genomic interval are complex, and our
strategy of mapping short sequencing reads onto a static reference
sequence may miss variation that is functionally important. In
addition, mapping of these data onto different species-specific
references may introduce some bias. The improvement of algorithms for de novo assembly from short read sequence data (Miller
et al. 2010; Schatz et al. 2010), coupled with emerging technologies
for generating long sequencing reads from single molecules
(Schadt et al. 2010), will allow more detailed dissection of the
evolutionary dynamics of this region in the future. Resolution of
the question of the origin of mimicry in Heliconius awaits final
discovery of the precise functional changes regulating phenotypic
variation in both species.
In conclusion, using genomic sequencing of a small number of
individuals from multiple admixed hybrid zones, we were able to
confidently localize the noncoding genetic switch modulating
an adaptive phenotype. We showed that both distantly related
co-mimics used this same genetic architecture, but although regulatory
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alleles appear to have a single origin within species, mutations were
most likely independently acquired in the co-mimetic species to
produce the shared phenotypes. This study highlights how nextgeneration sequencing techniques can be leveraged to identify
functional variation and to understand the evolutionary history of
adaptive radiations.

Methods
Annotation, synteny, and conservation
We annotated 2.2 Mb of Heliconius erato petiverana BAC sequences
from the ;400-Mb H. erato genome (see Supplemental Material
section S1 for further details). Approximately 1 Mb of this reference
sequence, called the D interval, was previously identified as being
involved in red wing color pattern elements (Counterman et al.
2010). We masked repetitive elements in this partial reference genome using RepeatMasker v3-2-9 (Smit et al. 2010) and a Heliconius
repetitive elements database (The Heliconius Genome Consortium
2012).
We generated a partial reference transcriptome for H. erato
wing tissue using reference-based assembly of Illumina RNA-seq
short-read data. We obtained whole transcriptome short-read sequences from hindwing cDNA for 18 individuals, including two
divergent H. erato color pattern races and three developmental
stages. Transcripts were generated from these pooled samples using
the Bowtie/TopHat/Cufflinks pipeline. We aligned each sample to
the masked reference sequence using TopHat v1.2.0 (Trapnell et al.
2009) and Bowtie v0.12.7.0 (Langmead et al. 2009), with stringent
mapping parameters to minimize false alignments. We generated
transcripts by analyzing alignments with Cufflinks v1.0.1 (Trapnell
et al. 2010).
We produced automated gene annotations across the H. erato
partial genomic reference sequence using the MAKER pipeline
v2.09 (Holt and Yandell 2011). This analysis involved masking
repetitive elements in the reference sequence, aligning peptide
sequences from the UniRef90 (Suzek et al. 2007) and Bombyx mori
(Duan et al. 2010) protein databases, and aligning transcripts from
the RNA-seq data and previously published EST sequences from
wing tissues of H. erato and H. himera (Papanicolaou et al. 2009).
MAKER generated ab initio gene models for both the masked and
unmasked reference using AUGUSTUS v2.5.5 (Stanke et al. 2006)
trained for H. melpomene (The Heliconius Genome Consortium
2012) and SNAP v2010-07-28 (Korf 2004) trained for Bombyx mori.
MAKER generated gene predictions by promoting ab initio models
with enough supporting evidence from protein homology or transcriptome alignments. We manually curated the predicted genes
within the D interval based on the supporting evidence and alignments to annotated Heliconius proteins and curated insect proteins.
We assigned gene descriptions and putative functions based on
homology with known proteins and protein domains. In addition
to protein coding genes, we predicted transcription factor binding
sites using the Transcription Element Search System (TESS) (Schug
and Overton 1997), searching against known Drosophila binding
sites from the TRANSFAC and JASPAR databases.
We examined gene synteny across the D interval between the
curated H. erato peptide sequences and H. melpomene v1.0 peptide
sequences (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012) (see Supplemental Material section S2 for further details). We used Inparanoid v4.0 (Ostlund et al. 2010) to identify one-to-one orthologs
and examined genes for consistent order and orientation using
OrthoCluster release 2 (Vergara and Chen 2009).
We examined the level of sequence conservation between
H. erato and H. melpomene across the D interval (see Supplemental
Material section S2 for further details). We used mVista LAGAN
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(Brudno et al. 2003) to globally align the H. erato D interval sequence and the H. melpomene scaffolds containing the orthologous
genes identified by the Inparanoid analysis. We examined sequence conservation in 500-bp windows across the interval,
identifying regions of >90% similarity.

Sequencing and genotyping
To determine where in the D interval different red phenotypes
diverge genetically, and therefore where the genetic control of the
red phenotype is most likely located, we examined genomic sequence data for divergent red color pattern races of H. erato (see
Supplemental Material section S3 for further details). We collected
45 individual H. erato butterflies from hybrid zones in Peru (n = 14),
French Guiana (n = 13), Ecuador (n = 10), and Panama (n = 8) (Fig. 1;
Supplemental Table S6). We collected phenotypically pure individuals
of each color pattern race from admixed populations where the ranges
of two color pattern races overlap. For dissecting red color pattern
variation, the hybrid zones in Peru, French Guiana, and Ecuador
are considered replicate hybrid zones since each involves hybridization between rayed and postman races. The Panamanian hybrid
zone serves as a control in that both races are postman phenotypes,
showing variation only in the yellow phenotypic elements, which
are under independent genetic control from the red elements
(Mallet 1986). Additionally, we collected six H. melpomene individuals near a hybrid zone in eastern Colombia, three samples
representing each of the two major red phenotypes—the postman and the rayed (Supplemental Table S7). We assessed variation across a second H. melpomene hybrid zone in Peru, which is
also represented by postman and rayed phenotypes, using published targeted resequencing data (Nadeau et al. 2012).
We sequenced the whole genome of each sample on the
Illumina platform, producing 100-bp paired-end reads. We aligned
the H. erato sequencing reads to our unmasked H. erato partial reference genome and H. melpomene reads to the H. melpomene genome
v1.1 (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012) using BWA v0.5.9r16 (Li and Durbin 2009) with relaxed mapping parameters. We
called multisample genotypes across samples for each race using
GATK’s (DePristo et al. 2011; McKenna et al. 2010) UnifiedGenotyper
with heterozygosity set to 0.025 and filtered genotype calls for
quality using GATK’s VariantFiltration, applying both site and individual sample filters to remove low quality genotypes, low coverage regions, and hypercoverage regions indicative of repetitive
elements. We used BreakDancer v1.2.6 (Chen et al. 2009) to identify
regions of the reference sequence that showed paired end alignments with incorrect orientations and unexpected distances between pairs, indicating possible structural rearrangement.

intervals and required a window to have divergence calculated for
at least 20% of the positions in the window. We calculated a baseline level of divergence for each comparison as the level of divergence observed across intervals unlinked to color pattern (H.
erato: three unlinked BACs; H. melpomene: 38 unlinked scaffolds).
We estimated genotype by phenotype association at each
H. erato hybrid zone independently and across all four H. erato hybrid
zones combined. We examined each biallelic SNP using a two-tailed
Fisher’s exact test based on allele counts. Positions were excluded
if <75% of individuals were genotyped for each phenotype.
To look for signatures of selection, we calculated sliding
window values for the proportion of segregating sites and heterozygosity for the H. erato Peruvian hybrid zone. We calculated estimates of these parameters for a genomic position only if at least
75% of individuals were genotyped and then looked at 15-kb
windows with a 5-kb step size, for windows with at least 20% of
positions with parameter estimates. To explore linkage disequilibrium (LD), we examined all biallelic SNPs with at least 75% of
individuals genotyped. We calculated correlations (r2) between all
pairwise SNPs using PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007), which for
unphased data is based on genotype allele counts.
We assessed divergence and association in the H. melpomene
hybrid zones as described above. Additionally, for each H. erato
fixed SNP, we attempted to identify an orthologous SNP in H. melpomene and determined if the SNP was associated with phenotype in
both species.

Linkage disequilibrium and haplotype clustering
We explored haplotype structure in the Peruvian hybrid zone by
estimating haplotypes across a 100-kb window of the D interval
(500–600 kb) containing the 65-kb peak of divergence and flanking regions using fastPHASE v1.2 (Scheet and Stephens 2006) (see
Supplemental Material section S6 for further details). We filtered
biallelic SNPs across this 100-kb region to remove sites that had
genotypes from <75% of the individuals of each race, resulting in
3227 SNPs. Haplotypes were clustered during phase estimation to
two clusters (K = 2) and the proportion of rayed and postman individuals assigned to each cluster at each SNP was determined. We
used Haploscope (San Lucas et al. 2012) to visualize regions where
the two races had fixed haplotype block differences and where
individuals from both races shared the same haplotypes. Using the
haplotype estimations from fastPHASE, for each SNP, Haploscope
visualizes the portion of individuals from a race (light vs. dark)
assigned to each cluster (red vs. gray) across the 100-kb region (San
Lucas et al. 2012).

Phylogenetic analyses
Divergence and association analyses
We examined signatures of selection and genotype by phenotype
association between divergent color pattern races (see Supplemental Material section S4 for further details). We calculated sliding window genomic divergence between pairs of H. erato color
pattern races at each hybrid zone independently and across all
hybrid zones combined, with samples classified as either postman
or rayed phenotypes. We used a model for diploid data with populations as random effects (^
u) (Weir 1996) and no simplifying assumptions regarding sample sizes or number of populations (Weir
and Cockerham 1984). For analyzing all hybrid zones combined,
we incorporated the geographic structure of the populations by
using a three-level hierarchy method (^
us ) (Weir 1996). For all
comparisons, we calculated divergence at a position only if at least
75% of the individuals were genotyped for each phenotype. We
evaluated 15-kb sliding windows at 5-kb steps across the genomic

We constructed phylogenetic trees across sliding windows in the D
interval, sampling 15 kb of sequence every 5 kb (see Supplemental
Material section S5 for further details). For each window, we tested
the log likelihood of the data with two alternative trees: The geographic tree assumes samples cluster by geographic hybrid zone
and the color based tree groups races with a similar color pattern
(rayed or postman) (Fig. 5). Likelihood values were calculated for
each interval and tree topology using scripts in PAUP* 4b10
(Swofford 2002), using a GTR + G model inferred for the interval
as a whole using Modeltest v3.7 (Posada and Crandall 1998).
Neighbor-joining trees across these sliding windows constructed
in PAUP* were used to infer regions of monophyly by color
phenotype.
To summarize variation in phylogenetic topology across the
interval, we constrained division of the interval into the five most
distinct topologies using the MDL method, raising the likelihood
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score penalty until five clusters of SNP blocks were reached (Ané
2011). Tree topologies for each of these five regions of the interval
were constructed using MrBayes v3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck
2003). Analyses involved three runs for 3 million generations each,
sampling every 500 generations and removing 33% burn-in and
runs that did not converge (as assessed in MrBayes and Tracer
v1.5 [Rambaut and Drummond 2007]). Models were assigned
using MrModeltest v2.3 (Nylander 2004) and included the GTR
model for the second and third regions of the interval and GTR +
G for the remaining regions. In addition to these phylogenies,
phylogenetic and network-based trees were constructed for both
the 65-kb peak region of population differentiation and unlinked
genetic regions.
To test whether shared color patterns between the mimics
could result from a common origin, we also performed phylogenetic
analyses combining H. erato and H. melpomene sequences along this
interval. We focused on regions of high conservation between
H. erato and H. melpomene (>80% conservation in a 500-bp window)
from our mVista alignment within the 515–580 kb region of peak
divergence. We used ClustalW2 (Larkin et al. 2007) and manual edits
to align sequences from all 45 H. erato individuals (Supplemental
Table S6) and 14 H. melpomene individuals (Supplemental Table S7).
After filtering, 1134 SNPs were concatenated and used for a Bayesian
analysis using the same parameters above and a GTR model.

Data access
Annotated gene models are available on the Heliconius Genome
Project website (http://butterflygenome.org/) through the Genome
Browser (Data Source: Hera_D_Jan2012) and as a downloadable
gff file. Reference sequences are available on Genbank (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank) under accession numbers
KC469892–KC469895 and AC208805–AC208806. Aligned sequencing reads are available at the NCBI Sequence Read Archive
(SRA) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) under accession numbers
SRA059512 (resequencing) and SRA060220 (RNA-seq). SNP data,
scripts, and tree files for phylogenetic analyses are available at Dryad
(datadryad.org) under doi: 10.5061/dryad.rr65n.
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